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HATA IN CHINA, 2019: Our excellent group has returned safely and is now doubtless digesting 

the thousands of things everyone’s learnt!... We’ve encountered much: from Song landscape 
painting to Tang poetry (Du Fu and Li Bai); from Ming cosmic city planning to Qing flirtations 

with European Rococo style; from Mongol and Manchu raiders to opium wars; from pirlins to 

eaves; from bell towers to drum towers; from terracotta to Chinoiserie; from calligraphy on 

stele to modern internet censorship; from tai chi to Qingming; from Silk Road souks to 

modern malls; from Mongolian hotpots to Peking duck to Pingyao vinegar to Macdonalds

(which brightened everyone’s day in Pingyao, for some reason)…

This booklet is a short memento of the trip, which – though long (and intense) in the planning 

– was happily smooth and thoroughly enjoyable in the execution, not least because of the 

interest and good behaviour and manners shown by everyone.

We saw a great deal, had frequent early starts, constant fact tests, and much laughter.

I’m grateful indeed to Miss Gallagher for stepping in at the last minute, and to Mrs Harris, the 
Chinese department and the Master for providing helpful support at key junctures; to 

Qingqing our rep from the company, and to pupils and their parents for embracing the trip so 

positively!

OUR ITINERARY was designed in such a way that we could visit major monuments as well as 

well-preserved aspects of China’s imperial history, ie the period between the First Emperor 

(whose terracotta army we saw need Xi’an), and the fall of the Qing dynasty in 1912 – we saw 

the last great Qing monuments of Beijing when we visited the New Summer Palace and the 

rebuilt Temple of Heaven. We started in Beijing, where most of the great imperial 

monuments come from the Ming and Qing dynasties (14th-20th centuries), and where more 

recent history crowds in on one’s interpretation of the past. The imperial monuments – the 

palaces, the Wall, the greatest temples and parks, are augustly impressive and hold their own 

in this city of vast concrete towers, shiny malls, and M4-sized streets. Then we went to 

Pingyao, which is (architecturally, at least) a time-warp, a rare glimpse of a preserved, non-

rebuilt old China on a huge scale – and here the focus of our study was the mercantile, the 

gentry and the provincial. Our last great city was Xi’an, generally the most prominent city of 
China between the 3rd century BC and the 8th century AD, in which period it was often the 

largest city in the world (its walls were 22 miles round). Xi’an appears to be showing itself off 
as the great ‘classical’ city of China – a sort of Florence or Athens – and has much (mostly 

archaeological) to show for it. Finally we made a day-trip to Longmen, the ‘Dragon Gate’ 
gorge close to the other early capital of Luoyang, where we saw the hundreds of ancient 

carved grottoes that served as small and large Buddhist shrines and temples.

Left: at the ruins of the Old Summer Palace, hearing about 

its total destruction as a result of British policy, 1860

The group was Max Baldock, Camilla Brebbia, Lucas 

Hardyment, Freya Hogevold, Joey Kennedy, Matthew 

Mairs, Michael Mashinskiy, Jasmin Mismar, Jo Oliver, 

Merlin Plant, Flora Prideaux, Tristan Root, Chris Rowe, 

Miss Gallagher, Mr Moule



DISCIPLINE AND THE RULES

The Points System, by Camilla Brebbia

The famous ‘points system’ was an interesting approach used to measure people’s overall 
achievement on the trip. It wasn’t warmly welcomed at first by all of us as not everyone 

necessarily agreed with it. Mixing behaviour and knowledge in the same system was arguably 

questionable, and led to potentially dubious outcomes because according to the points 

system by the end of the week Flora could have killed five people ( -20 each) and still have 

had a strong positive score!

Tomfoolery was the main way of gaining minus points; this was achieved mostly by 

inappropriate language, casual interruptions, punching or tripping people up. Rare bouts of 

outright Hooliganism carried stiffer penalties. There were also negatives for Lack of Courtesy, 

Clumsiness, Lateness etc. You could also be awarded plus points for Correct Answers, 

Keenness, Helpfulness, Words of Wisdom, Creative Positivity (CP). No one really knows what 

the latter actually means! But such points could be awarded for things such as funny photos, 

buying matching hats, singing on the bus, sketches, the composition of Tang Dynasty-style 

poetry and lifting people’s spirits. Many people also got numerous points for answering 
questions on the sights and history learnt, some were better at this than others. By the end 

of the week question time seemed like a fighting ring there were so many raised voices. It got 

very competitive between a few people. I personally preferred watching the chaos compared 

to being in it and made up for it later in creative positivity points.

You could always tell when the minus points were being awarded as you’d see Mr Moule’s
yellow book ascend above his head so that everyone could see it. Then you’d hear the 
exaggerated turning of the pages to the back and the click of his pen. Then you’d look up and 
see the smile on Mr Moule’s face as he writes -1! He definitely enjoyed the point system; 

pluses and minuses. It was a good way to get everyone learning the facts, keeping neat 

notebooks and listening. It was an effective system as no one wanted to reach -15, the point 

at which the ‘phone call home’ loomed. The point system was also very repetitive in its 

questions on purpose so that they got lodged in your memory which was also very effective. 

We all learnt a lot on the trip and the point system was a big part of that.

POINTS WINNERS:

Flora Prideaux: 151

Merlin Plant: 110

Jo Oliver: 74

Joey Kennedy: 55

Freya Hogevold: 28

The lowest scores were 2, 4, and 5. 

The best ‘come-back’, eagerly watched, was from someone who sunk to -13 at one stage 

after a disastrous start but climbed to +13 before finishing the trip on 8. 



On MONDAY 1st April, the day after our flight, we explored a beautiful landscaped park in the 

morning, and encountered lots of people doing all sorts of things: ballroom dancing, tai chi (and 

we had a short lesson), calligraphy with mops on the paving, a sort of football with a kind of 

giant shuttlecock, traditional music (including Chinese opera)… we also had a lesson about the 
traditional of Chinese landscapes in art, and their influence on the West.

IN BEIJING: 

31st March-

5th April

We stayed close to the 

only substantial 

surviving remnant of 

Beijing’s huge city walls, 
which were demolished 

in the 1950s to make 

way for roads. I walked 

along the walls a couple 

of the times, and 

enjoyed seeing a large 

group dancing to a 

Chinese version of 

Scarborough Fair.



THE SUMMER PALACES, by Lucas Hardyment: On Monday afternoon, the group visited the New 

and Old Summer Palaces soon after visiting an incredible park which was full of people singing, 

dancing and even performing tai chi. First, we visited the New Summer Palace which was 

completed and built in the 1880s, it was incredible to see these beautiful buildings completely 

intact and also showed roughly what the Old Palaces would have looked like before they were 

destroyed. Our tour guide explained many things about the New Summer Palace, and I learned a 

lot about it.

After seeing the New Summer Palace, we went on to the Old Summer Palace. When we entered 

the Old Summer Palace the first thing we saw were the ruins of what would have once been a 

beautiful building had it not been destroyed by the British and French in the second Opium War 

of 1860. The Summer Palaces were the preferred residences of the Qing emperors, they even 

preferred them to the Forbidden City which is an incredible palace in the centre of Beijing. 

However, whilst most of the Summer Palace was destroyed there was still some of the Old Palace 

surviving, and this part was built by the western missionaries in the Rococo style. It wasn’t 
completely burnt and destroyed because it was made of stone rather than wood unlike the 

Chinese style palaces. We got to see the beautiful ruins of those western style monuments and 

also saw buildings that had been partly rebuilt and were well preserved to show what they 

would have looked like. However most of the structures were not rebuilt, and this shows the 

people of China what had happened in the past rather than covering it up by building over it. 

Overall, I really enjoyed the Summer Palaces and thought it was one of the highlights of the trip.



DAWN WALKS: While my 

charges slumbered, I made the 

most of the effects of jetlag and 

made two wonderful early 

morning walks in Beijing. The 

city was blessed with unusually 

fine weather – we had an 

enviable run of bright warm 

sunshine, little pollution and a 

gentle breeze. I explored 

warrens of hutongs (and even an 

ancient courtyard house at 7 

am), the environs of the 

Forbidden City, and – best of all 

– the magical Beihai Park, right 

in the centre of the city. 

Early morning views of… above: the 
Forbidden City; middle: Beihai Park; 

below: fishing close to the Bell and Drum 

Towers



A NOTE ON FOOD, by Joey Kennedy

When in China we would eat out every lunch and supper. The food was mainly based on 

noodles, rice and meat, with no fish; the dumplings were also very good and I’d never had 
them before. The food was enjoyed by all and there was something for everyone with many 

vegetarian dishes. The highlights were our first lunch in Xi’an when we were served a whole 

fried chicken per table to dismantle and eat; also our first lunch in Beijing when we went to a 

famous dumplings chain – the dumplings where superb; and our lunch after the terracotta 

warriors was also memorable – here the noodles where amazing. Many also enjoyed the 

meals at Pingyao due to the high quality spices, which I personally struggled with due to my 

low spice threshold. But overall the food was amazing and presented new tastes and flavours 

to most of us who had not experienced them before.

Doubtless the food throughout was excellent, and the restaurants well chosen by our company and its excellent rep 

Qingqing. There was a lot of variety, and it was all both delicious and fascinating. There was a tension between the 

carnivores and the veggies, the spice-lovers and those who couldn’t stand spice – and in the background lurked the 

friendly temptation of KFC and Macdonalds (many of the boys managed second suppers on more than one occasion). 

My own highlights were the Mongolian hotpot, the Peking duck, and the beef in Pingyao.



TUESDAY 2nd: 

Morning in the 

Confucius 

Temple and 

College



Confucius Temples and Stele

By Flora Prideaux

Confucius was a philosopher and wise man who lived in China around the 6th century BC. The 

philosophy of Confucius emphasized morality and the correctness of social relationships, justice 

and sincerity, and is known as Confucianism. Over a quarter of modern China believes and 

follows Confucian philosophies which places it as the second highest belief system, after 

atheism. However, historically they were of significance to almost every person in China. 

Confucian scholars quickly presented themselves after the death of Confucius. Confucius taught 

that a part of social ranking should be dictated by your intelligence, he believed in tests, open to 

anyone throughout the country, with different levels of exams which corresponded to your social 

status. This principle was popular throughout China as it offered an opportunity to move social 

status, to give your children a better life. 

Confucius temples were places to worship Confucius, as well as places of study and scholarship; 

they often housed the formal examinations of scholarship as well. Confucius scholars were often 

in very high up ranks, such as advisers to the Emperor.  The largest Confucian temple was built in 

479 BC, just one year after Confucius’ death. The temples were considered historically important, 

they were often situated in the middle of towns, running on a North South axis that represented 

the importance of the country and the Emperor. The temples themselves are stunning pieces of 

architecture, they were beautifully decorated with traditional curving roofs. The woodwork of the 

temples was often carved to exquisite detail with religious and good luck symbols. We saw 

several Confucius temples in China, each was different in size and style, some were big and 

important whereas others were small and run down. However, they all followed a similar layout, 

which depended on the Feng Shui. 

The most impressive part of the temples were the Stele. They are huge slabs of stone which for 

hundreds of years have been carved with achievements and records of the examinations held at 

the temples. These are hugely impressive structures that have survived for centuries. The names 

and achievements of the scholars were carved into the stone. Stele became a common form of 

record keeping in China, in Xi’an we visited the forest of Stele, which held hundreds of Stele 

dating back well over a thousand years. These Stele also documented everything important that 

happened in Chinese history, such as battles and the arrival of religions, such as Christianity and 

Islam. The Stele were made as markers of victories, no defeats appear on the Stele and so very 

few were made from about 1800 onwards. The Stele also record painting and poetry, and in one 

case an entire dictionary of Chinese Characters. They are quite an amazing achievement and 

sometimes years of work were put into making them. There is no exact equivalent in the Western 

world and the beauty and size of the Stele was breath-taking. 

Confucius temples offer an insight into the life of scholars over a long period in which the West 

had a far more basic and undeveloped system of scholarship. The beauty of the temples and their 

importance in Chinese history was mind-blowing and the Stele and other artefacts they contained 

clearly showed the intelligence and capability of the Chinese, and how far ahead of the West they 

were in the period of the western ‘Dark Ages’. The temples offer a view of Chinese history as 
moderate, civilised and morally correct - a peace-loving society that is so often overlooked in our 

hunt for the oriental and exotic, and they were one of my favourite parts of the trip.



TUESDAY 2nd: afternoon in 

the Forbidden City
THE FORBIDDEN CITY, by 

Merlin Plant

The Forbidden City is a place that 

everyone must visit at least once in 

their lifetime. It is a place with vast 

amounts of symbolism 

representing the power of the 

dynasties and the emperors. When 

I went I found it incredible that it 

had so much depth – not only in 

relation to history but also 

architecture as well, since nothing 

was done in the Forbidden City 

without a reason. Everything was 

precisely planned and with great 

detail. It is truly breathtaking and it 

has a strong atmosphere because of 

these factors.

The park behind it is amazing as 

well because it is the highest place 

in Beijing and it provides an 

incredible view of Beijing but most 

importantly the Forbidden City. 

Seeing the yellow roofs stretch out 

for almost a kilometre and the 

power that that area has had over 

hundreds of years is very 

humbling.



After visiting the Forbidden City (where we spent 

about three hours, and where we concentrated 

on the central axis) we climbed the park on Coal 

Hill (where the imperial coal supply was stored) 

behind it. At the foot of the hill was the site of 

the tree from which the last Ming emperor 

hanged himself in 1644, marked now by a stele. 

From the top were wonderful views over Beijing: 

the central business district is visible on the left, 

and the (unfinished) high tower is one of the 

highest in the world, at 1700 feet or so. But I 

rather prefer the Qing dynasty pavilion in the 

foreground.

In spite of the fine weather, the Beijing sights 

weren’t really crowded (contrary to 
expectations). In fact, compared with Cairo, 

Istanbul, Naples, Paris or London the city felt 

ordered and rather subdued, its streets too large 

to have a real bustle, its main square locked 

down with security, its enormous malls anodyne. 

Its older, more intimate character was more 

evident in the hutong areas (where caged birds 

sang and where old men played majong on the 

corners); and the parks, with all their earnest and 

committed activities around their beautiful lakes 

and pavilions were an absolute delight. The 

majority of the hutongs have been destroyed, 

mostly in the first decade of this century; a crying 

shame.

Here are some roofs of 

the Forbidden City, which 

somehow combines a 

great sense of romantic 

mystery with an 

oppressive sense of 

predictable government 

orderliness. The key is in 

the relationship of its 

planning with a cosmic 

imperial ‘religion’ 
(evident throughout the 

Ming/Qing city). It’s 
certainly an astonishingly 

beautiful complex, mostly 

15th-18th centuries, with 

some rebuilding more 

recent. Mao said he 

looked forward to the day 

when the site would be 

covered with factories.



MY GREAT WALL EXPERIENCE, by Jo Oliver

We had left the hotel pretty early in the morning but I was not feeling tired because I had been 

looking forward to this place in particular. Before we arrived we were able to catch a glimpse of the 

Wall, sitting on the vast array of mountains and it seemingly stretched forever.

As I reached the top of the staircase from the valley to the wall I was immediately stunned by the 

sheer beauty of my surroundings. I was able to see mountains on either side rising up from a dark 

green-blue valley dotted with foreign vegetation. Joey Kennedy and I both eagerly took up the 

opportunity to go to the top of a high peak, where ‘wild wall’ took over from the more tourist-
friendly stretch. Having committed to undertaking this task, I must confess to having been secretly 

somewhat horrified to discover that the last stretch (the Ox Horn Edge) not only rose rapidly at a 45 

degree angle but consisted underfoot of smooth slippery rock with no trace of a foothold. I did 

however manage to return safely but almost brought the trip to an abrupt halt by dislodging a rock 

which descended at great speed narrowly missing Mr Moule, who came up to this point with us.

The view from the top was astounding to say the least and because of the treacherous path up it was 

not engulfed by tourists – this made the whole experience so much more incredible because of how 

serene it was. This was a huge contrast to the journey up. We had passed through multiple towers 

and sections of wall which were full of tourists and people trying to sell you items of Great Wall 

memorabilia. As you drifted further away from the other tourists you could start to appreciate how 

spectacular the views were, with certain patches of path missing making it seem like more and more 

of an adventure.

It was an incredibly memorable experience and I am sure the views and events will stay vivid in my 

mind for the rest of my life. I would readily encourage anyone to go to the Great Wall and 

experience it for themselves.

WEDNESDAY 3rd: GREAT 

WALL AND MING TOMBS

Here’s the ‘wild wall’ at Ox Horn 
Edge (which is at the summit of 

the picture on the left)



THE GREAT WALL, which we saw at Mutianyu (a late 16th century stretch), was the general favourite of all the things we 

saw… fine landscape (jagged rocks and steep mountains, woods, spring blossom) happily combined with the spectacular 

engineering marvel, its vast associations and the jolly exercise involved in climbing up to it and walking along. Some 

made do with a short stroll with spectacular views; Jo, Joey and myself managed quite a hike, at a rapid rate, up to a 

3400 foot peak and a famous tower called the ‘Ox Horn’; as Jo has written, it was rough and wild (and he tried to kill 
me), and I was really delighted to see the splendour of both the unrestored and the restored sections. We walked for 

more than three hours.

After this, the MING DYNASTY TOMBS were somewhat low-key (actually we only saw one, but this was a vast complex 

of gates, gardens and a mysterious round mound with a dark vault beneath). There was an avenue approaching the 

beautiful valley in which the many tombs lurk, and this had charming monumental sculptures of animals, soldiers and 

sages – a spirit way for the coffin routes of the emperors. It’s all very grand, though not compared with the First 
Emperors’ tomb near Xi’an, nor with the Pyramids. Above right is the great stele in the entrance tower.



THURSDAY 4th: TEMPLE OF HEAVEN, LAMA TEMPLE, HUTONGS

Tiananmen in the evening

IN SACRED SPACES: The Temple of Heaven was the most important centre for imperial religious ritual in the Ming and 

Qing dynasties, especially at the midwinter solstice. The various structures were massively symbolically charged, and the 

ritual intensely refined, so the modern ‘democratisation’ of the space feels strange (at the top right our pupils occupy 
the site of the very altar at which heaven connected with earth). Another ‘sacred space’ (for myriad different reasons) is 
Tiananmen Square, and some pupils (bottom left) made the night walk there, braved the security which has made this 

the chilliest public space I’ve ever encountered, and sensed the mass of contradictory meanings in this historic place.

Chris Rowe: Going to visit Tian’an Men was the highlight of the trip for me, it was incredibly exhilerating despite the 

numerous patrols and cameras. Going in during the night made things even more interesting and looking at the image 

of Chairman Mao had some real impact behind it.

A BEIJING HUTONG in the early morning: the most 

charming and domestic face of old Beijing: several 

hundred survive, and the largest concentration is 

in the beautiful area around the Houhai lakes.



Above: Our remarkable Pingyao guide, called Daybreak, was not comprehensible at all but interested us (for a while) 

when he burst into song suddenly in the bus: we had more than an hour of his karaoke. He was charmingly enthusiastic 

and negotiated the huge Qingming crowds expertly.

OUR GUIDES, by Max Baldock

When we arrived in Beijing we were met by David (his Chinese name) and Qingqing (the rep from 

our company, who accompanied us full time). David was born in Beijing and knew all of the sites 

extremely well and guided us through. David showed us all of Beijing’s treasures from the Forbidden 
City to the Old and New Summer Palaces. It helped a lot to have someone who knew the area when 

visiting the more popular attractions like the Great Wall, where we were able to find an authentic and 

relatively quiet part to explore. This was true for the other guides as well who were able to show us 

hidden treasures we would never have known existed. Qingqing was not from Beijing but central 

China and arranged much of the trip with Mr Moule as well as acting as a translator. Qingqing also 

organised the incredible restaurants we were lucky enough to eat at. We were able to eat a wide 

range of Chinese cuisine which was a very interesting and rewarding experience. We had three more 

guides named Daybreak, Donna and Joe for the different areas we visited. Qingqing and the guides 

helped make the trip to China so enjoyable and informative.

BULLET TRAINS: Most of our internal 

transport was by bullet train, which was 

just as well since the distances were huge. 

Dealing with the huge stations – which 

function like airports, with security 

entries, waiting halls and boarding gates –
is a bit of a pain, but the trains themselves 

are a dream, so fast (300 kmh) and 

smooth, with a lot of legroom and the best 

coffees I had in China. It was also 

fascinating seeing the landscape from the 

windows: the attractive terraced fields 

backed by mountains, the deep crumbling 

gorges, the colossal Yellow River, the odd 

old ‘village’ (generally very large) and the 
enormous and rather intimidating cities 

with their dozens of high-rises. 



BUDDHIST TEMPLES: we visited several Buddhist 

temples, which were similar in form to the Confucius 

ones but which appeared to be rather more in use, and 

they had a rather more mystically-charged atmosphere. 

Top right is the Tianning Temple pagoda in Beiing (12th

century – Beijing’s oldest surviving building), which we 
saw on Tuesday morning; top left is the Lama (Tibetan) 

temple in Beijing (converted from an 18th century palace) 

and bottom right is the colossal wooden Buddha in its 

inner hall. Bottom left is the outer hall (with guardians) at 

the remarkable Shaunglin Temple near Pingyao.



SHAUNGLIN TEMPLE, near 

Pingyao (13th century carvings), 

and ZHENGUO TEMPLE, near 

Pingyao (ancient holy tree)

The two ancient temples outside Pingyao, remote, 

dusty, windswept and eerily quiet, contained the 

oldest wooden architecture we saw as well as what 

was (with the Longmen grottoes) the finest 

sculpture: the Shaunglin Temple in particular was 

jammed with hundreds of first-rate sculptures of 

the Yuan dynasty (13th century). These places are 

rare survivals, deserving of their UNESCO world 

heritage status, and were highlights for me.

FRIDAY 5th: TO PINGYAO

by bullet train and coach



PINGYAO is said to be China’s best old walled city, and 
it’s certainly excellently preserved, too poor to fund its 
own destruction in the 1970s (plans were laid), and 

rescued from 1979 onwards. Now it has dozens of sights 

open to the public. It’s noted especially as the centre of 
banking for the Qing dynasty (some of the world’s first 
cheques were issued here), and there are superb banks 

and bankers’ mansions all over town, which one can 
visit, together with excellent temples, a great complex 

of government buildings, martial art guard houses and 

the vast Ming walls. All in all, it’s most rewarding, if jam-

packed when we went because of the Qingming Festival 

of ancestors. Pingyao specialises in vinegar, and the 

town stinks of it: it coated our breakfast. I did a vinegar 

tasting, which I didn’t enjoy much.

Our hotel, a 

fine old

house

SATURDAY 6th: 

PINGYAO



This chap issued me 

with a cheque deep in 

a bank vault.

Kung Fu Confraternity headquarters 

for a group of guards entrusted with 

carrying money across China from this 

key financial centre.

This bank 

vault is 

guarded by a 

dragon pillar

A vinegar 

shop (with 

tasting)

Near Pingyao we visited the WANG 

FAMILY COMPOUND, really a string of 

vast 18th-19th century castles associated 

with the Wang clan… they occupy slopes 
on the edge of mountains and are simply 

monstrous in their scale and oppressive 

in their repetitiveness, though the details 

are very fine and rich (see above). They 

form a Gormenghast-esque labyrinth, 

yet with some charming touches. They 

were overwhelmed with the Qingming 

crowds when we visited, and the pupils 

weren’t at all at their most vivacious. 
Afterwards, a trip to Macdonalds pushed 

back comfortingly against culture shock.



THE GREAT MOSQUE OF XI’AN, by Jasmin Mismar: The mosque we saw in China was 

huge. It had carved Arabic from the Qur’an on stones. We learned about the 5 prayers the 
Muslims have to do along with the washing that was compulsory for anyone who was going 

to pray; you first start with the feet and then the body. The mosque in Xi’an faces west, this 
is due to the fact that Mecca is to the west of China. In addition to that we also learnt that 

the main person who leads the prayer is called an Imam and that females and males are 

separated during prayer and washing time. The walls had traditional Chinese on the side 

going down along side a box on top with Arabic characters. I really enjoyed this place: I 
would come again as it was fun learning about different cultural rules and seeing a different 

kind of community in China.

SUNDAY 7th: To XI’AN, 

by bullet train

Xi’an was, like Rome, a city 
of consummate 

importance and 

sophistication for many 

centuries… one of its many 
points of interest is as the 

main eastern terminus for 

the Silk Roads – and a 

result of this was the 

development of a large 

Muslim community from 

the 8th century. There are 

still 50,000 Muslims in 

Xi’an, the Muslim quarter 
has a lively souk-like quality 

which is great fun, 

especially at night. We 

visited the beautiful Great 

Mosque, the largest in 

China.



The present splendidly impressive walls 

of Xi’an date from the Ming Dynasty (16th 

century) – look at their breadth! Under 

the paving is masses and masses of 

rammed earth, which is the way the 

Chinese have tended to build walls (also 

Pingyao and the Great Wall, just faced 

with stone). The Ming circuit at Xi’an is 
8.5 miles all round – but the 7th century 

Tang circuit was 22 miles. For 

comparison, Constantinople was 14 miles.

In the afternoon and evening, six pupils joined Miss Gallagher and Mr Moule in an exploration of the city walls, 

the best preserved in China. Like most great historic Chinese cities (including Beijing and Pingyao), both Tang and 

Ming Xi’an were rectangular, something very evident to us as we went round.



MISS GALLAGHER: At the 

beginning of Lent Term I had no 

idea I would be joining the 

HATA China Trip. When asked, I 

didn’t hesitate to join. I knew 
that it would be a fantastic 

opportunity and not something 

that I would plan to do myself. 

Some people were surprised 

that it only took a quick 

conversation over break to 

convince me to join the trip. 

Any doubts raised by their 

surprise were dispelled as soon 

as I met the group. Everyone 

was so welcoming, enthusiastic 

and eager to learn and this 

resulted in a very enjoyable and 

rewarding trip for everyone. 

The pupils really reflected the 

Marlburian spirit of getting 

involved, working together and 

embracing new experiences.

MISS GALLAGHER TO THE RESCUE:

The trip nearly sank when poor Mrs 

Cannon had to pull out – we had 

about three days to find a 

replacement and to sort things out! 

Miss Gallagher came up trumps, 

calmly accepting a place on the trip 

after a conversation lasting about 35 

seconds one Friday break. I am 

extremely grateful to her for this, and 

for her management of ‘Mall time’ 
and ‘Check-in time’ every evening, 
and so should all pupils be!

Left: Miss Gallagher and a 5th century 

horse in Xi’an. Below left: Miss 

Gallagher was popular too with 

Chinese teenagers.

BUREAUCRATIC EXCITEMENTS: This 

trip was notable for having more 

bureaucratic excitement than any 

other that I’ve run, by far. Most will 
have been aware of the heady and 

lengthy delights concerning visas 

and the late replacement of a staff 

member. 



NIGHT WALKS: After our long days 

(which often had early starts), 

pupils tended to opt for R and R in 

the evenings, whiling away time in 

glitzy malls near the hotels, 

playing Fortnight or catching up 

with football, or simply going to 

bed… my own R and R consisted of 
long walks through city streets. 

For this, Pingyao was pretty good, 

with its splendid array of lanterns 

everywhere. But Xi’an was best of 
all. Its main street, a vast, shiny 

modern avenue, was full of large 

groups dancing, often in costume. 

Meanwhile, the great Ming 

dynasty monuments in the old 

city, the walls and gates, the Bell 

and Drum towers, were brightly 

floodlit. It was possible to explore 

the walls around the South Gate 

even at 10 pm, a most 

atmospheric experience. And the 

Muslim quarter was immensely 

fun and lively. However, I don’t 
get the impression that Chinese 

cities are particularly ‘late’: 
restaurants stop serving earlyish, 

and the Beijing underground stops 

working at 10.30 pm; thus I had a 

comical interview with a taxi 

driver (with whom I had not a 

single word in common). Pupils 

thrice joined me on night walks: 

for a ghost story in Pingyao, and 

for visits to the southern gates of 

old Beijing, including Tiananmen.



MONDAY 8th: 

Morning for the 

Terracotta Warriors



VISITING THE TERRACOTTA 

WARRIORS, by Freya Hogevold

When one thinks of famous sites and 

landmarks in China, the Terracotta 

Army in Xi’an is most definitely in 
the same league as that of The Great 

Wall. Near the site of the first 

emperor Qin Shi Huang’s 
mausoleum, the army was designed 

to protect the emperor in the afterlife 

and there are an estimated 8,000 

warriors in three pits, with many so 

far unexcavated. The date of the 

terracotta army is late 3rd century 

BC, and the great monument marks 

the beginning of China as a unified 

state.

In the first hall, where the majority 

of the warriors can be seen, the rows 

and rows of figures and horses are an 

impressive sight. According to our 

guide, there were 8 different moulds 

to create the warriors but each one 

was given individual facial features; 

a marvel really, especially when one 

considers that this was the first site 

of its kind and that such large-scale 

sculpture had never been done 

before in China, let alone in the 

tricky medium of terracotta.

The trip to see the army was one I 

had been looking forward to 

immensely and despite a guide that 

liked the sound of her own voice a 

little too much, it was an incredible 

sight to have seen.

The top picture here shows Lucas with the man who found the first terracotta warrior, in 1974. He’d been digging a 
well in a draught when he stumbled on what – with Tutankhamun’s tomb – is I think the greatest archaeological 

find of the 20th century. Look at the quality of the carving of the hands – and consider that there are about 8000 

figures, all for one man’s burial! Not only that, but there are underground palaces, rivers with bronze birds, acrobats 
and dancing girls, officials and courtiers, suits of stone armour, bronze chariots and lots of human sacrifices. And no 

one’s been into the actual tomb chamber itself, which remains sealed.



A NOTE ON MANDARIN, by Tristan Root

During the trip, the students got to enjoy and get exposed to 

the language of Mandarin which is the most common dialect 

of Chinese. As a speaker myself I can tell you that the 

language itself has a long and deep history, both in the way it 

was read and written. In early Chinese history people used to 

write on bones and the characters were mostly pictograms. 

Later this developed into what is now known as traditional 

Chinese with more straight lines and a more abstract style to 

it, though there’s variation in calligraphy. After the Cultural 
Revolution writing was changed again to a “simplified” 
version to make it easier for the new generations to write and 

learn. And of course, the spoken side of the language is 

beautiful yet will sound like gibberish to those that do not 

understand it.

In the temple of the Great Wild 

Goose pagoda we had a 

demonstration and short lesson on 

calligraphy, and we watched this 

chap. The Chinese see calligraphy 

as a medium for expressing 

emotion and personality, like music 

or poetry. I liked this fellow and 

commissioned this work from him.

Monday afternoon 

in Xi’an temples:
XI’an still has a few 7th-8th century 

Tang relics, such as this bell (right) 

in the Bei Lin Temple (see earlier 

for reference to its ‘forest of 
stele’), and two splendid pagodas. 
These are the Small Wild Goose 

Pagoda (left) and the Great Wild 

Goose Pagoda (below left). 

There’s a sense of Xi’an being a 
repository of what is ‘classic’ in 
Chinese culture, and some of the 

greatest Chinese poets hailed 

from here.  



TUESDAY 9th: The Longmen Grottoes
These grottoes were a bit of an outlier: nearly two hours by bullet train from Xi’an (whose station itself was an hour 
from the centre of the city!). Longmen means ‘Dragon Gate’, a suitably spectacular name for a gorge on the southern 
approach to Luoyang, another huge city which was one of China’s ancient capitals. Between the 5th and 10th centuries 

more than 100,000 Buddhas were carved into the limestone gorge, many in thousands of hollowed-out caves; there 

are also guardians, Bodhisattvas and various heavenly beings, though the iconography isn’t especially elaborate or 
complex. All this is overwhelming of course, and the place is most impressive even though there’s been awful 
iconoclasm (not least during the Cultural Revolution) and most Buddhas have had their faces smashed. However, it’s 
not difficult to imagine the sculptures with their original bright colours, with garlands, clouds of incense, processions of 

pilgrims and chanting monks, and the river thick with traffic heading the capital below. Such great rock-cut displays are 

not uncommon in the Buddhist world; Longmen is the third grandest in China.



Above: the group at Longmen, with some of the grottoes across the river in 

background. Near the centre, between Max and Matthew, is Qingqing, our 

extremely popular ‘fixer’ and full-time companion on the trip. 


